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Rtisidual stress measurement using the pulsed neutron source at
LANSCE

M, A. M. Bourke & J. A. Golds[one
LANSCE
Los AIamos National hborato~
New Mexim, 87545, USA

TM. Holden
AECL Research, Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ lJO

Abstract
The presence of residual stress in engineering components can effect their mechanica) properties
and structural integrity, Neutron diffraction is th~ only measuring technique which can make
spatially resolved non-desnmctive strain measurements in the interior of componerm. By recording
the change in the crystalline inte

T
lanar spacings, elastic strains can be measured for individual

lattice reflections, Using a pulse neu~on source, all the lattice reflections are recorded in each
measurement which allows anisotro ic effects to be smdied, Meuurements made at the Manuel
Lu@n Jr Neutron %atteri.nq Centre b) SCE demonstrate the pcmntial for stress measurements
on a pulsed source :nd ind]cate the advantages and disadvantages over measurements made on a
reactor.

Residual stress measurements by neutron diffraction with spatial resolutions of a few
millimeters in en ‘neeri.ngcom~nents were first rwtde in the early eighties cmreactor scurces l’~.

tHowever as the ux and rehbllity is improved at @cd sources like UNSCE and IPNS in the
United States and ISIS in the United Kingdom, their original Iimita[ions are diminishing and it is
becoming feasible to define and examine small sampling volumes in components, The demand for
beam [ime at reactors remains high so pulsed sources can provide a useful and in some cases
superior alternative.

In a standmd dAffrsction experiment al! the lattice reflections of a +owder specimen are
uwm.1.lyrequired. Typically reactors provide a continuous source of thetma.1neutrons which can be
monochromated [o provide reht.lvel intense beams of collimated neutrons. BYmoving a detec(or

1around a specimen an intensit ( 6) mn can be obtained at a ❑onochromatic wavelength,
tMonwhromstion of a neutron earn from s resctor uses only a small fraction of the availqble

neutrons to rodw the d.i.l!hcted spectrum, however the intensity of even a monochromnted beam
iis considers le,

By contrmst it a pulsed source the integrated neutroa flux over any wavelength range r,

much lower than on a reactor, However it is inherent in the operation of a puked source that all oi
[he neutrons in each pulse camcontribute to the messured spectmm making efficient use of the
ava.hble neutrons. Each puhu represents a wavelen h sctn whkh is analogous to scanning in 2fI

Tfrom 010180’ This efficiency and be+cmsethe who e of the diffraction pattern is required makes
the timescale for measurement on pulsed sources amparable with reactor sources.

Efficiency of mewtrement is cmcid for examining components which involve small
sampling volumes and large path lengths. The feature ihtt works against a pulsed source ill
achieving comparable count tim?a with steady state sources is thst macroscopic strain
measurements can often be inferred from just one or two lattice reflections. Thus only a small 26
range is ~canned tind the pulsed source count times are long in comparison to reactors
NevenheIess measurements it LANSCE made in 1990 indicate that the intensity of pulsed sources



has reached a level where j[ is feasible to define small (<100mm3) sampling volumes in plate-like
specimens and to ❑ake meamlrernents in hours rather than days. A number 01 features have made
this possible including the summation over all of the angle subtended by the 90° detectors,
measurement in more than one scattc .ing geometry, and a.nalysisi by the w of profile refinement,

The principle of measurement on a pulsed neutron source is identical to a steady-stale
source but practical differences and difficulties exist because of the time of fligh[ analysis of the
diffracted neutrons. Apart from the experimental difficulties pulsed source measurements
conveniently provide a comprehensive sample of the strain for all the measurable lattice directions.
his infu,matioa can elucidate both the grain interaction stresses and help to validate the use and
selection of single reflections at reactor sources. The data can also be used to test the different
models of material deformation.

Measurements at LANSCE demonstrated that a sampling volume of less than 40mm3 could
be defined in a flat specimen while mainlining sufficient neutron intensity to make measurements
even after attenuation LILFJUgh20mm of steel. Changes in lattice spacing in steel of 50 pstrain were
resolved iving a stress discrimination of -l OMPa.

f
The work described in this paper was

performe using the Neutron Powder Diffractometer (NPD) at LWSCE although preliminary
measurements on a 5tnm thick steel ring were attempted at ISIS J14,

Ariisotropic strain effects
Even h the elmtic regime the manner in which solid pol crystalline materials deform is no[

well understood, Measurements using a stress rig have shown tL t the strain state in a single phase
steel is far from [f. homogeneous assure tion izwariably used in engineering design s, When

cl’ iin[ergranular effects, elastic anisotropy an the animtropic yield in grains of di erent orientations
are considered, it is clear that the tlmretiml situa!ioc is very complicated

Theoretical limits were proposed by Reuss6 and Voi tT. Reuss pro osed [hat each
! Jcrystallite experienced the same stress field while Voigt suggestc that each tryst ite experienced

the same strain field. The VGi t model implies that no strain anisotropy will be obserwed for
!different lattice reflections whi c the Reuss model predicts that strains in the polycrystalline

aggregate will depend on the orientation of the crysttll.itea with res~ct to the applied stress. A
more realistic model was proposed by Worms in which crystWtes ar? assumed to be embedded
in a homogeneous elastic medium with elastic properties equal to those of the bulk material,, The
Kroner model has been applied to measurements made at LANSCE and is described elsewhere In
[his volume 9, The implications of the three models are discussed by Sayers lo, T’heother model
which is receiving considerable attention particularly in the cantext of mmposite materials is that of
Eshelby 11. Checks and validatiorI of [he different models require the measurement of the strain
respome of many different !atice reflections,

F~perimenully meuuremanta are complicated by the presence of interstitial impurities such
as nitrogen or cubon which affect material properties, as well as uncertainties resulting from
voids, relaxmlon,

t
base transformation incompatibilities and changes in cohesion at grain

boundties, On re of of M applied load, grains in different onezttarions which had different yield
strews c m be driven into compreaa.ion or held in tension, These effects constitute microstresscs
and exist wer length su.ks quivabt to the grain size in the material.

Diffraction me.am~rementaof ruaidual lattice um.ina examine the ela.atic strtin present in the
grains contributing:0 the diffracted maxima. However thh may result bo[h from the macroscopic
s[rain cffcc~ or from grm interaction effects which may be loosely a.aaodated wtth type 1 and type
2 rrsidual stresses~l. It is important to mtir !$e distinction since it is um:aUy the type 1 stresses
,v;ilch concern the engineer. The benefits of a puised source in the measurement of grain
interaction stresses 13 were demonstrated in 1983 but hitherto we are unaware of any spatially
resolved strain measurements in solid components at pulsed neutron sources.

On a reactor source when one lattice reflection is examined only a small number of grains
are examined with the risk ihat the selection msy not be re resen[ative of [he bulk material or may

1’reprcsr,nt a special cue, Although in muy cJses [he use o a single reflection to infer macrosco~)lc
(type :] residu~l stresses ha~ been justified, if there is any reuon to suppose that gram in[cractlon



stresses may be signi~icant then there is a case for making a more detailed suwey of the lat[ice
reflections which may beneficially be performed at a pulsed source.

Operation of a pulsed source
At a pulsed s&rce neutrons are produced by spallation, which occurs when energetic

particles interact with target nuclei. Heavy element targets offer the best efficiency fo: emitted
neutrons per unit energy of the incident pulse. At LA.NSCE proton bunches are accelerated to
800MeV then are directed at a tungsten target. The target nuclei are excited and “boil off” neutrons
and fragments of the target nuclei in an evaporation process. Each incident proton bunch produces
a pulse of highly energetic neutrons. For diffraction experiments the fast neutrons from the initial
pulse must be thermalised using a moderator.

The difference between a pulsed and steady state source concerns the manner in which the
scattered radiation is detected. If a neutron is created at a known time and posi[ion (i.e. when the
proton pulse interacts with the target) its wavelength on detection can be determined from the
distance and time it took to travel to the detector, Thus no collimation between the de:sctor and
specimen is needed because the wavelength is infemed from the geometry of [he scattering process
and the time of flight (TOF). Each pulse contains a continuous spectmm of energies thus the
Bragg equation for all the lattice planes will always be satisfied by all directions. By correcting for
slightly different scattering geometries a finals ctrum can be constituted from the wm.rnation of

rthe many individual spectra from individual p ses and from individual detector rubes. Thus lattice
spacings, d~ are determined by maintaining a constant d.ifhaction angle and scanning the
wavelength, The wavelength is inversely proportional to the velocity thus the TOF, t, is

propmional to the wavelength, A, and [he lattice strain is given by:

The difllacted maximum intensity for each lattice spacing occurs at a discrete wavelength.
The strain is determined from the change in TOF between [he measured value and unstrained
material,

The easiest way of improving the resolution of a spectrometer on a pulsed sour:e is to
increase the path length or the time of flight between the target and the detector. Howsver the
improved resolution is often compromised by beam losses along the flight path and ultimately for
long guides “frame overlap” occurs when the slow neutrons fro- one pulse are overtaken by fast
neutrons of i ~ successor. Since the measurement of engineering swains in components is usually
limited by the intensity of the neutron beam the use of the highest resolution spectrometers at

r
ulsed sources are probably not warranted. On the other hand medium resolution s~ectrome[ers
ike the NPD d LANSCE or POIARIS at ISIS have good intensity while still having adequate

resolution

Deflnitiofi of a sampling volume
A detailed description of the rnani ulation Rnd~ollimation ~ystem (?vLV.S) employed at

rLANSCE is included elsewhere in this vo ume. However a brief discussion of the collimation is
included here,

One of the advantages of the NPD is that it has 4 detector banks at *90° and *148” which
permit 4 simultaneous strain measurements. The NPD is 32m from the target and the divergence
of the incident beam at the sample position is small, Consequently the distance between the
incident aperture and the specimen is not cmciali The penumbra produced by a square incident
aperture with edges 2mm placed 100rnm from the specimen is -0.2mm in each dimcnsioni

B contrast the position of the exit aperture is critical to the dimension of the sampllng
rvolume a ong the incident beam because there is no inherent collimation between the sample and

[he detectors. In principle soiler collimation could be installed but it is essentiai 10maintain a large



solid angle of detector visible at the specimen if the count times are to be kept reasonable, The
requirement that most or all of the NPD 90” bank is accessible to the sampled volume combined
with the requirement of mill.i.meter spatial resolution along the incident beam constrain the exit
collirna[ion to be placed as close to the incident beam direction as possible (typically less than
30mm)m

The general situation for an aperture of width d, thickness t and distance L from the
incident beam path (ignoring the finite size oi the incident beam) is shown in figure 1. The
drawing is not to scale and typically L will be 20mm, d =3mm and t-13mm. In practice the
angular spread subtended by the 90” de~-ctors on [he NPD is -11°.
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Flgur. 1: Rosolutlon along tho Incldont beam

The aperture width, d, and to some extent its thickness, t, are not eaaiiy changed however
tho distance, L should always be minimized, The spatial resolution along the incident beam
decreases with increasing dhtance of the exit aprturc from the incident beam.

For the common case of plate specimens iucli.nod at 4S’ to the incident beam direc!icm
masks have been fabricated with the aperture at 45° to their surface. These masks are supported
from rails can be moved adjacent to the specimen sufiace which minimizes the dimension L with a
commensurate improvement in figure 2.
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The two 90’ bank consist of 16 helium tubes which subtend -110 at the sample position, The
spectra obtained in individual Mm corres nd to slightly different strain directions but accumulam
too slowly to give adequate statistics. E nsequently the spectra from all of the detectors are
summed to give an integrated spechurn corresponding m a caeasu.rememwith a spread in scaueMg

‘!vector (and thus of the strain mcwurin$ direc~ions of -S,50 (fig 3), This averapc it not large
when considering macroscopic engineering strains but is necessary to oblain favorable count
times.
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Calibration
One unique problem to the pulsed sources concerns the calibration of the detectors for a

particular sampling volume. on a time of flightinstrument the sampling volume can be defined at
any position within or alon the incident beam but it is necessary to calibrate the detectors for
scattering from that point. % general a well characterised calcium fluoride powder is used for
which the lattice parameters are weli known and thus the path lengths can be predicted from the
sampli.n volume to each detector bank.

#he sampling volume is defined by the intersection of the incident and diffracted neutron
beams. If an aperture is moved in a tiwuon which is m%parallel to the incident or 90° diffracted
beams the sampling volume will be dkphcd in space. Not only does this introduce an ambiguity
into the msition of the sampling vo!ume in the specimen but becauM the detectors are calibrated for
a Sampting volume watered on one speci5c point a constant error is introduced into the time of
flight spectrum. On the NPD e- associated with -lmm displwments of the sampling volume
are equivalent to constantUTain errors of -M@raini lf the sampling volume is unknowingly
displaced by more than a few millimeters, then a significant strti error cut be int~oduced. Since
the apertures are frequently moved or re laced over the course of an experiment, care must be
taken if repeat calibrabcts which would tale up valuable beam time are to be avoided.

For the 1991 M cycle at MNSCE ~n optical alignment system will be installed for the
h4ACS equi~mecit. h will consist of two alignment tele~opes mounted on a dummy sample
chamber wluch is identical to the real sanmle chamber on, the instrument which has no optical
access. The intersection of the dkections defined by the telescopes mounted at 90° to one another

%
will identi the centrc of the ssm Ii.ngvolume and will ensure that the apertures have not been
dispiaced, ror mrect pla~ment o the apemres the tele~pe directions W be placed accurately
paralicl and normal to the beam direction. When the system is implemented it is expected [hat the
specimen and aperturepositionswill be reproducible to within O.lmm,

Data analysis by profile refinement
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Bragg reflections in each spectrum can be fitted individually to give strains for grains in
different orientations relative to the d.ircctim of the scattering vector enabling the examination of
anisotro ic effects. This is analogous to individual measurements using a steady state sources

[except t at no reorientation of the component is necessary to obtain data for all of the lattice
reflections in the same direction in the component. At LA.NSCE a program is available which fits,
calculates and tabulates the strains of all the reflections n each spectmm (after the initial positions
have been idendfied).

An alternative for analyzing the data is profile refinement. If the c~stal structure is known
then the intensities and positions of the obsewed lattice reflections can be predicted using the
Rietvelct method of profile analysis14. By making a least squares fit between [he observed and

L
redicted profiles, the atomic psitions and Iattiw parameters for the material can be determined.

regions of compression or tension the lattice parameter will change and can be used to infer the
strain.

The use of profile refinement is advantageous for several reasons. For cubic materials
(which have one lattice parameter) the accuracy with which the lattice parameter is determined in a
pro61e refiement is better than the accuracy for the fit of an individual reflection because all of the
measured reflections conrnbute to the re6netnent. This is true despite the anisotropic elastic strain
effects that occur for different reflections. Thus the profile refinement does not take into accoum
the difference in compliance exhibited by different directions in a crystal lattice. It ignores any
deviation from perfect crystalline behaviour and fits the best pcssible model to the data. In the
absence of preferred orientation, the lattice parameter can (arguably) be assumed to offer the best
eui.mate of an isotropic strain for kngineerin calculations.

!A second advantage of profile re mement relates to the issue of count times. Since
refinements use the data from all the lattice reflections, reasonable refinements are obtained long
before the accuracies of fits of individual reflections approach usable values. If the anisotropic
strain infottnation for individual reflections is not required then count times can be substantially
reduced pemnitting measurements from small sampling volumes to be made in times approaching
those on steady state sources. When the count times are Ion enough to give reasonable accuracies

Yfor the fits of individual peaks the accurac spectied for the attice parameter is often better than +-
i25W,train. One future pxsibility would 8 to modify the Rietveld refinement to accommodate[he

elasuc anisotropy but at this time the amdyms u better served by ignoring it.

Examples
Deformed Au8tenItic Ring

Calibration measurements were made on a plastically deformed ring to asaess the count
rates and feasibility of definin a small sampling volume using the NPD. The specimen was

tpreviously examined at a stea y-state source as part of a program to validate a finite elemem
calculaLionl~. A detailed description of the measurements is given elsewhere where they are
compared wit$ valwa predicted by the Krmer model g, The experimental ammeters are described

fhere to illustrate the count time8 that are possible for flat specimens an to show the agreement
obtained beween the s.miss obtained from the Mtice parameter and from the fits of individual
reflections.

The ring dimensions were 76mm internal diameter, 127mm outer diameter and 13rnm
thick, It wag plastically defomned by diametral loading k compression which introduced a residual
stress pattern similar to a bent beam. Measurements were made alon a radiua in a secticn at 90° to%the previously applied stress direction, The ring was laced at 45 to the incident beam so that

Rnormal S* directions were measured in the plane oft e M and normal to it. Depending on the
d?orientation of the ring either the hoop and axial or thn ra al and axial strains were measured

simultaneously in opposing 90° banks. Usin a samplin volume of 40 rnm~at a beam cunent of
R J-75@ two swains were measured every 4 ours. Ad tional Information was recorded on the

back scattering detectors ulthough no cd.imation was wd. A spectrum from one of the 90° banks
is shown in figure 4,,

7
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Figure 4 NPD 90° spectrum obtdned In 4 hours 32mm3 mth length
through ●usteintic steel -l13mm.

Withcount timesof 4 hoursthe acsuracy for the peak fits of strong individual reflections
was e80@mi.n, This mmpares to au accuracy specfied for the lattice parameter from the profile
refinement of+- X@stra.in. In figure 5 the tangential (boo ) strains are plotted for 5 reflections

tof differin elastic compliance together with the strtins pre “cted by the profile refinement. The
fstrains by atriceparameter are connected by a solid line. The solid line ia bounded by the stiff

(220,1 11) and compliant (200) directions which reflects the averaging effect of the profile
re6nement on the elastic anbtxopic effects. The smooth variation of the tan ntial strain predicted

rby the lart.iceparameter gives credence to ita validity M a bulk average an to the comparatively
small errors pzedicted by the refiement.

8
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Figure S Hoop strains by Individual reflection and by lattice parameter

‘I”hestrains shown above were obtained from the combined s ctnun at each position
obtained by summing all 16 individual detectors in each 90° bank. Fo assess whether profile
reticrncnt can bc used to infer the strain in shorter periods wc summed regressively fewer

cl’detectors aad exarnincd the cmors cited for the lattice parametcm from repcatc profdc refinements.
The results arc shown in figure 6. By summing only 4 of the available 16 dctcc[ors a 1 hour
counting period was simulated. The error at 1 hour for the lattice piuamctcr of - +- 50 p strain is
reasonable. Of course the peak fits on individual lattice rcficctions arc poorer and the cmor for the
strongest reflection was 4- 120ps&ain. Ncvcrthclcsa if the lattice parameter is sufficient then for
specimens where advantage can bc ta.kcn of the op sing 90 °ba,nka count times for a 32mrnl

Lsampling volume can approach 30 minutes per strain ‘ tion.

9
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Other examplas
Another experiment, which took advsntage of the characteristics of a pulsed source,

addressed the effectivmesa of vibratory stress relief in rcduci.n the residud stresses aeu welds.
%Two multipa.s.swelds were extied in 300mm by 300mm by mm thick austen.itic steel plates

one of which waa subsequently stress relieved. Strong tcxrure cha.cges occurred as the sampling
VOIU.OMwas moved through titan-s as small as 4mm tiough the weld and heit affected zones
because of epitaxial growth of c~stala from the melt and becaue of the differences produced in
wpent.ial weld beads. However bcauae d the larti~ refkdons were examined in each speam.m
[he i.rre

v
abwmx of some reflections was not ~ major problem.

y taking advantage of tba symmetry ulong the weldbg d.mction an elon~ted “matchstick”
sampl.in volume (70”4”4 mm) was uaadwith usable spectra being obtained m 34 hours. ‘The

!prefeme orientation waJ m wwre to make re5nements of the data so the strti iniorrnation was
deduced solely h the fits of individual reflections. The errors obhi.ned for individual peak fits
were typic.dy *-lWp&a.in. However by calculad,ng the Isttice parameter from a iwst squares
fiu ~ of the peak @tionJ (ignoring the intensities) it u expected that more accurste strain
informationan be obtainedkm the data

other prehi.n.uy studia adhsaed wtd.ak.erand pardcuhte reinforwd A.1-SiCu)mpasites ,
compacted powderYand m wtofrettaged riag. In the experiments on the atetal-mstrh compites
unirnxial tension and compression s

r
imens were deformed to differing levels of plastic

defonzmion. On release of the a plie loading the residual strain state of the two com nents in
the am site were examined.

E
A Yese experiments did not reqtie definidon of a smal sampling

volume wise the grain interadon stmi.nsof interest were auumect to be uniform throughout the
sam Ies. Neu[ron diffraction is vsluable for studies of this nature because the matrix and

Jre” orcernent can be examined si.rnultaneously and non destructively. In addition relatively large
spci.rmns u be exa.mined making m.m[ times ampa.ratively fast.

10



Discussion
The advantages of the time of flight method are: that al-lthe lattice reflections are recorded

with the same resolution in each spectrum, that simultaneous strain measurements in different
directions arc possible, that a spect.mrn can be recmdcd at any angle (subject to the geometry of
the component and that multiphase materials can emily be examined. The disadvamages compared
to monochromatic measurements are; that good volume resolution is only possible by placing the
diffracted beam apertures close to the s@men, that calibration is harder and more time consuming
and tha[ count times are generally longer.

Studies in materials exhibiting strong texture variations or in multi-phase materials are
particularly suitable for a pulsed source because all the lattice reflecuons are collected in each
detector bank. Examples include the study of grain interaction strains in metal matrix composites
and the unexpcted appearance of a weak ferritic second phase in the stainless steel weld material.
Lrsingmonochromatic neutrons to follow texture changes or [o examine extra phases necessitates
changes in wavelength and orientation to keep the scattering vector correctly aligned relativt to the
specimen,

Sampling volumes in the range 30-50mms were routinely defined on the NPD and e
case as small as 8mms (in a 5mrn thick ring). However in all caws the specimens had fli . d
parallel surfaces against which the exit apertures could be placed. If the principal axes are not
assumed specification of the stress tensor requires a minimum of 6 independent strain
measurements. This will require the rotation of spximcns and may compromise the sampling
volume if the apemres must not be moved. The only solution to this problem is to use radial soiler
ccdlimation wkch would permit the definition of a sampling volu.mc at a distance but [his remains
unproven technology.

The uncertainty concerning the count times to give spcctied strain accuracies for different
materials, specimen geomeuies and apem.re geometries reflects the paucity of experience In
defining small (< 100mmj) samplin volumes on the NPD. However if strains can be inferred

!horn the lattice parameters of Rietvel refinements and if simultaneous strain measurements can be
made in different detectors the count times are not dissimilar to measurements on steady state
sources. Of course t.le option of simultaneous strain measurements in different deiectors is
dependent on the specimen geometry and may not always be psaib!e.

Determination of the unstrained material response remains a ~roblcm both in general and
because changes in path length cause shifts in the TOF spectrum which can be misinterpreted as
strain vtiations. Its measurement on a pulsed source in small off-cuts or annealed specimens has
all the same uncertainties which apply to a steady state source. One extra option for estimatig the
unstrained value is possible on a pulsed source if the assumption is made that there is no
hydrostatic stress in a re ‘on where the stress is changes from tension to compression. In the

kdeformed ring described a ve an elastic IXIreexists approximately between 11 and 17rmu horn the
bore of the ti.ng, In this region the stress in the hempchrection varies from compression to tension,
Strains can be calculated using an arbitrary unstrained value and then the data for different
reflections can be plotted agminstthe stiffness anisotropy factor, ~ z where

‘%=
( h%~ + k;z + I?12)

(h2+k2+ 12)

The strains differ due to the anisotropy of the elastic compliance in different directions
within the unit cell. Men the strains for different reflections in one measuring posilion are plotted
against Am the slope is approximately linear but changes in magnitude with the stress and m sign
berween the tensile region and the compres.si~e region. AI examp la is shown in figure 7.
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The dets.i.lsof the gradient of th~ slope are c-ompl.imtedbut if the change in si is assumed
$[o indicate tie ClnCPFhorn compression to tenai,onthen if a tnusu.ring im is iden ad in the ring

rwhere the gradien~ M!oad !Obe zero then it b reasonable to asaume t t the mmerial at that point
is sLrainfree. Tk- mroach is limited in its ap IAcationbut may occasionally prove ussful and IS

Jeasy to apply for pdwl neutron data where all e refktiona ue ava.ihble,
Muchtibrauori work retmina to be performed using the new MACS set-up on the NPD,

In pa.ttia.dar the sonaitivity of the CaF2 calibrations to the size and sha~ of the sampling volume.
The defi.rdt.ionof the samplin volume u.sin boron nitride qxm.res IS redic~ble by eometric
cotideradom Iwwevar the e&c 3 r 3u of anon y absorbing materials in we gbd.ng the res t towrds

3
the incident side of tbe samp volume need to W con.aidered. U radial soiler c.d.hmuon cm lx
engineered then th biggest tation of the measurements on a puked source which requ~~esthe
proximity of the W&ted km apemrea to the incident beam path could IMcimrnvented. This
needs consideration.

Conclusions
Incident and exit tmam collimation have hen inml.led on the NPD at WSCE permitting

spatially rescdved mea.uemenu to be mda in solid mmponenta. Good spatial remludon can only
be achieved in plate s@.mena but where this la the uaa the NPD provides atraln information from
all tk IArtlcereflectioIMin count times which are not d.iasimd.hrto a steady state mute, Situations
where grtin interaction strains ue being investigated in multlphu material~ are pafikularly
appro date for spectrometers at pulaad neutron smrces. AU three of the md.n pulsed sources,

J’UN CE, INS and IPNS have spectrometers with~kp.ate resolution and flux for residual strain
rnea.mrements,

On the NPD dl!hcted barn collimation has only been hm.died on the X)” detectors but
srralns are also recorded on the back scattering de[ectom provid.i.q exua information, For plain



q.wcimens using the two opposing 90° banks two strain measurements (normai to each other) with
defined sampling volumes are obtained in each measurement. The usc of profile refinement can
reduce the count time required to obtain =prable strain accuracies.

The relationship between macro=opic residud strc~ md the strain responw of a single
lattice reflection depends on many features including orientation, ch.stic compliance, anisotropic
yield and the constraint provided by surrounding grains, Currently the ❑echanics of material
deformation are not well underwood and there is often ambiguity concerning the nature and origin
of the strain measured by a single lattice refleaioni The current interest in microsmin effects and
grain interaction strains can be well sewed by measurements on a pulsed source. Stress rlg and
pressure cell experiments are easily acmmodated and allow a range of lattice responses to be
examined simultmeously.
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